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Abstract 

This thesis is on the fatigue assessment of cast components with special attention 
to defects. The primary material in view is nodular cast iron, but also cast steel is 
considered. However, the fatigue behaviour is in principle valid for general use 
on other cast metals. 

The first two papers is about general cast material behaviour in fatigue loading. 
The materials considered are a high strength alloyed cast steel and a medium 
strength nodular cast iron. It is concluded that cast defects is the main fatigue 
initiation cause and it is only in exception that the fatigue life is not ruled by 
fracture mechanics. The third paper is a fracture mechanics evaluation of a 
nodular iron cast sleeve. The analysis of the component is based on crack 
initiation from cast defects and low-cycle fatigue. Fracture mechanics material 
parameters for Paris law, c and m, are extracted for the materials considered. In 
paper D design quality rules for nodular cast iron based on the Swedish standard 
SS 11 40 60 is presented. The quality rules regard cast defects in fatigue 
assessments and facilitate defect-based component design. In paper E, a finite 
element tool that is capable to predict and calculate 3D crack propagation for 
embedded cracks and defects is presented. The tool is an add-on for ANSYS 
finite element program. In paper F, closure equations for nodular cast iron are 
proposed in parallel to refined fracture mechanics material data. The paper 
includes crack propagation at different load ratios and in different 
microstructures. 

Summarized, the thesis composes a further development of the fatigue 
assessment of cast components. The central role of defects in fatigue is clarified 
and tools are provided for fracture mechanics evaluations of defects as well as 
for defect based design. The quality rules are also fit for application in 
manufacturing and for acceptance tests, hence covering the span from design to 
complete product.
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Cast materials are widely used in drive trains and in structures of cars, trucks, 
wind mills, ship engines, construction machinery and many other mechanical 
components, see examples in Fig. 1 and 2. The main reasons for the use of 
castings are the possibility to achieve an “optimal” geometry for complicated 
components with a minimum of machining time.  

 

Figure 1. Examples of applications for heavy castings (from left): windmill 
hubs, ship engines, components in heavy vehicles 

Grey iron is used in engine blocks in heavy vehicles and ship engines. Nodular 
cast iron is used in axle cases, transmission cases, hubs, attachments and 
linkages in as well trucks as construction machinery and in hubs of windmills.  

 

Figure 2. Cast components which will experience complex loadings: engine 
block (thermal and structural stress) and steering cylinder 
attachment (welds, pre-tensions and shock loads) 
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Cast steel is used as an example in welded structures of construction machinery 
and in some offshore platforms. All these components and structures are 
required to sustain fatigue loading and the number of significant load cycles can 
be varying among 107 – 109 during the economical life of the structure. Fig. 3 
shows a variety of fatigue failures. 

  

 

 

Figure 3.  Illustration of various fatigue failures, from left to right: bolt, lifting 
frame, bicycle crank arm, bridge collapse, axle housing for a heavy 
truck 
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The safety of people is an invaluable factor that often depends on engineering 
estimations. Annually huge costs arise from fatigue failures all over the world. 
There are statements which claim that as much as 90% of all failures in 
mechanical equipment originate from fatigue [1]. This figure may not be exact, 
but it still appears clearly that controlling the fatigue mechanism is of definite 
importance. Despite the urgent needs, advanced calculation capabilities 
concerning fatigue of cast components within the industry are still lacking. The 
components in Fig. 2 are examples of complex structures that are complicated to 
analyse without advanced refined methods. It might be asserted that necessary 
resources for the task are regularly available only within the aeronautical and 
nuclear industry based on the safety of people. Fig. 4 shows an example of 
failure with severe implications. Although not all fatigue failures have such 
severe consequences, many everyday situations are presumptive dangerous if a 
failure would occur, e.g. the use of vehicles, elevators, load carrying structures 
such as bridges etc. 

  

Figure 4.  A fatigue crack in the fan disc wheel in a jet engine (arrow) and the 
catastrophic result of a disc wheel failure. In a failure like this, 
severe damage can occur and lives can be lost without even having 
the plane leaving the ground. 

The lack of advanced calculation tools is also preventing the development of 
more weight efficient cast structures. The development of new product 
generations brings increased capacity, higher speeds and longer lives. This 
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means that the components are to be designed for higher stresses and more load 
cycles. Lighter structures also mean less material and therefore components are 
often weight- and shape optimized. This implies even higher demands for the 
analysis capabilities. Therefore, it would be a great potential having advanced 
fatigue calculation tools in use for general service. For cast components, 
advanced structural analysis mainly concerns the field of crack propagation [2] 
[3]. 

A most critical structural analysis is at hand when the structure contains stress 
risers of such a severe type that they form singularities, i.e. cracks, or 
preliminary stages thereof. Stress risers can occur in connections (e.g. welds) or 
locally in the material origin in defects. For such structures, the fatigue life is 
governed by linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) [4]. Even if there is no 
defect present, sharp stress raisers cause high local strain and hence an early 
initiation [5], likewise making the LEFM tool suitable. Fracture mechanics thus 
constitutes the next step for enhanced calculation tools. It is capable of analysing 
singularities (i.e. cracks) in a structure but the drawback is that it is also the most 
demanding instrument for analysis in terms of modelling time and necessary 
educational level. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which schematically correlates the 
four crucial matters accuracy, complexity, working effort and defect occurrence. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Illustration of the situation for fatigue calculation of cast 

components. Relationships between existence of defects vs. accuracy 
of calculations at one hand (left) and complexity of structure vs. 
working effort for fatigue assessment methods at the other hand 
(right). 
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In fact, this figure illustrates the general situation for structural analysis of 
defect-impaired materials. Because of the working effort needed, it appears not 
attractive to recommend LEFM on a regular basis although it is obvious that any 
accurate calculation method should be founded on LEFM. Getting down to the 
linchpin, there is a lack of calculation tools that take defects in consideration. 

1.2 Research aim 

The most urgent need in fatigue assessment of cast materials is to have tools that 
consider cast defects. This entails by necessity the handling of fracture 
mechanics as the fatigue mechanism of defects is the forming of cracks. In this 
connection, fracture mechanics material parameters and general fracture 
behaviour must be addressed. The result should also be fit for every day service 
involving (preferably) nodular cast iron components. From this, the following 
research topics were formulated: 

• Development of a system for determination of fatigue strength of cast 
material with respect to cast defects 

• Extraction of fracture mechanics material parameters and fracture behaviour 
for nodular cast iron 

• Development of tools for crack prediction 

1.3 Research approach 

The realization of the research topics was guided by the use of fracture 
mechanics in conjunction with the finite element method. Several numerical 
models were created and the properties of the models were altered in various 
ways in order to emulate physical behaviour. The investigation of material 
behaviour and extraction of fracture mechanics material parameters was made by 
fatigue testing (da/dN) of specimens in servo-hydraulic test machines. 

The main objective on this thesis was to contribute to the practical dimensioning 
of industrial applications. In this field, low cycle fatigue is of minor interest. 
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Therefore, there was no interest in plastic behaviour, and consequently all 
calculations were performed as linear analyses. 

2. Fatigue of cast material 

2.1 Cast material and fundamentals 

Fatigue is the generic term for several mechanisms that involves material 
degradation driven by some external load. Besides mechanical fatigue, which is 
the subject herein, there are thermal-, contact-, corrosion-, chemical fatigue and 
more. The area is wide and there are several different mechanisms represented.  

Mechanical fatigue origins in a time dependent external loading that introduce 
stress in the material. When exceeding a certain level, the load start causing 
damage locally at the most stressed location. After some period, the damage will 
introduce a crack that continues to grow until catastrophic failure occurs. This is 
the general principle for how fatigue acts, but many circumstances affect the 
outcome [6]. The stress ratio, R-value, is the ratio between minimum and 
maximum load. In Fig. 6, all parameters for defining a load cycle are defined. 

 

Figure 6. Stress parameters for defining load cycles. The same indices are 
valid also for the stress intensity, K. 
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Besides the more obvious impact of the max level and the amplitude, also the R-
value is of main importance. In principle it can be stated that the R-value have 
two effects; first, when the R-value passes below zero, it is a change in regime. 
The part of the load cycle that is below zero is mainly passive as a crack is not 
supposed to grow under compression, and this must be managed (yet, there are 
exceptions, i.e. at stress concentrations where a crack can initiate in pure 
compression [6]). Secondly, the R-value affects the closure level and the 
threshold level (se section 3.2.6), especially when exceeding zero [6]. 

The frequency and the shape of the load cycles (sinus, square, triangular etc.) is 
not affecting the result in the same way. It is mainly in cases where the material 
is self-heated from high frequencies and/or large load that those parameters are 
critical, and this is rare for metals [6]. The stress concentration, Kt, is a 
designation of the increased stress near a notch. The stress concentration factor 
is closely connected to local radius r and material thickness t as showed in Eq. 1. 
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The exponent k is dependent of current geometry. The stress concentration is 
based on the assumption that a nominal stress is definable, i.e. a mean stress 
valid for a complete section. This is a common source of misconception as it is 
often not possible to define a nominal stress due to the complexity of the 
structure. 

Structural analysis has traditionally been made with the nominal stress approach. 
This is a good alternative when the structure is simple and there are no notches 
or other local stress rising devices present. The method is normally fast and does 
not necessarily require any advanced computer calculations. However, when the 
complexity increases the accuracy will rapidly decrease [7]. In fact, often it is 
not even possible to calculate any nominal stress by the simple reason that the 
definition is non-existent. This will happen when a structure is complicated 
enough, or, and this is frequent for cast material, a material defect is present [2]. 
Instead, methods have to be utilized that considers local solutions. Such methods 
have in common that they calculate the stress at, or in the vicinity of, stress 
concentrations or "hotspot"-areas, i.e. areas of high stresses and large stress 
gradients. The usage of such methods increases the possibility to analyse 
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complex structures, but they also in general demand for higher computer 
performance. 

2.2 Characterisation of cast defects 

Cast defect is a generic denomination for a wide range of deviations from 
intended workmanship. The definition can therefore differ, but herein are 
intended almost everything that influence normal material structure in meso- and 
macro scale. Origin of defects can be inclusions of slag, sand or other foreign 
substance, shrinkages, mould erosion, gas blisters etc. Cast materials are in this 
aspect different from materials produced by rolling or forging. A rolled or forged 
product is to be considered as a continuum (in a macro view), meanwhile the 
cast material is not. The microstructure of a cast metal is produced during the 
solidification of the melt and many parameters influence the result. Under all 
conditions, the result is always a non-homogenous microstructure that is likely 
to have slightly varying properties [8]. The field is also free for segregations to 
form. In addition, depending on the process method and the mould material, 
there is always a varying amount of slag and particles in the melt. These 
impurities will be trapped in the solidifying metal, thus constituting small 
defects in the finished casting [8]. 

Cast components are often used for shapes that are difficult to produce by other 
techniques, and that is one of the strengths with casting. Unfortunately, it is also 
a source of problems. Complicated shape means abrupt changes in dimension, 
which is followed by non-uniform flow of the melt and uneven cooling rates [8]. 
Under such conditions shrinkages is soon to form, thus increasing the risk for 
implementing large cavities at the last solidified locations [8].  

Another common cause of defects is precipitated gas that occasionally form gas 
blisters during solidification. Finally the surfaces itself normally is rugged and 
suffer from various irregularities, factors which acts like defects in a fatigue 
situation [9]. 

All the above are inevitable, and summed up it constitutes the main causes for 
the formation of defects and varying properties for cast materials. Defects will 
cause stress concentrations in micro- as well as in macro scale and by that 
govern the fatigue characteristics of cast materials [2] [10]. In this manner, the 
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fatigue of cast components in serial production is governed by defects of 
different sizes. 

Cast components made of nodular cast iron (which is the main focus herein) is 
almost always post treated by shot blasting in order to clean the surface from 
mould sand, oxides etc. During this process, high levels of compressive residual 
stresses are induced at the surface by the peening effect. Those will reach down 
to a dept of approximately 0.5 - 0.6 mm [11]. The properties of the surface layer 
is however not necessarily the same at all locations. At inward turned surfaces 
and for surfaces generally hard to get at, the effect of shot blasting is probable to 
be less developed. The same goes for areas that have been machined and the 
shot-blast induced residual stress is completely removed. For most nodular irons 
(besides high silicon ferritic irons) there is also a de-carburized zone at the 
surface. This zone is detrimental in a fatigue point of view due to deteriorated 
material properties [12]. 

In addition, there are residual stresses origin from cooling of the casting [8], but 
these are typically of a lower magnitude than stresses origin from shot blasting. 
However, they can in some situations interfering fatigue life and should be 
noticed. Since they originate in an uneven cooling, the phenomenon is mainly 
observed in complicated goods involving sharp dimensional transitions. As 
fatigue is a local phenomenon, the cure for this is to perform solidification 
simulations of the casting. It is then possible to identify any residual stress fields 
with adherent magnitudes and thereby facilitate countermeasures. 

The main classification parameter for cast defects is the size since it determines 
the fatigue limit [13]. However, for real defects the shape is not always easy to 
determine. Defects are often spread out with irregular shapes and diffuse 
contours. In order to characterize a defect from a two-dimensional (2D) 
description, the square-root-of-area method is suitable [13]. The size of the 
defect is defined as the square root of the enclosed area covering the whole 
defect, see Fig. 7. This approximate method translates shape and extent of a 
defect into one single measure, which is most practicable for non-uniform 
defects. 
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Figure 7. Defining defect size in accordance with the square root of area 
principle. The enclosing circle defines the defect size. 

Moreover, for embedded defects the morphology is three-dimensional which 
question all attempts to establish a reliable defect definition from a two-
dimensional section [13], and without X-ray, there is a fair risk for 
miscalculations. As X-ray is normally not economical defensible (with exception 
for special cases), we have here identified a problem; the size and shape of a 
defect is not possible to know a priori, only more or less intelligent guesses are 
at hand. This implies that input from the foundries regarding statistical defect 
distributions for their normal cast processes is crucial for the whole operation of 
assessing fatigue life of cast components. Chunky graphite is a type of 
degenerated graphite morphology that occasionally is seen in nodular iron [14]. 
Instead of forming spheres, the graphite form branched networks of continuous 
graphite pile up, see Fig. 8. 

 

Figure 8.  Chunky graphite as it appears in a 2D section. The large dots are 
"normal" spherical graphite formations. 

This cast defect especially occur in thick sections where solidification rate has 
been low. High silicon content is also a prominent cause. In paper B [15], the 
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influence on fatigue life from chunky graphite was investigated. It showed up 
that the influence was not so significant for crack growth rate, but distinct signs 
for lowered fracture toughness were indicated. The findings are supported in 
literature [16]. 

2.3 Fatigue testing 

There are standards for fatigue testing available dealing with the S/N-approach 
as well as the fracture mechanics approach, e.g. ASTM [17] [18]. It is generally 
wise to follow a standard when performing fatigue testing, in that manner results 
become comparable to others. However, as cast material has a deviating 
behaviour some supplementary comments can be made. 

The above outlined characteristics of cast materials are seriously affecting the 
way fatigue tests must be evaluated. Normally, testing for establishing fatigue 
properties primarily includes S/N-curve data, i.e. the parameters of the Basquin 
equation [6]. In this event, both the damage initiation and the subsequent 
propagation are involved. For cast material, however, this procedure is much 
hazardous due to the interference of defects [2]. In order to establish relevant 
material properties the S/N-approach presume a clean, defect free continuum 
like material. Yet, as defects inevitably will be present, the produced properties 
will be valid for a certain defect distribution, i.e. an adjusted S/N-curve. This 
implies that it is necessary to evaluate each specimen separately to clarify the 
exact reason for the failure. It is normally possible to find the causing defect as 
long as it is larger than the typical size of the microstructure. For specimens 
containing distinguishable fatigue initiation defects it is necessary to perform a 
fracture mechanics evaluation of crack propagation life. Specimens that have no 
distinguishable initiation defect are supposed to show properties equal to pure 
material. This means that all defects must be of equal or smaller size than current 
microstructure. By this procedure, it is possible to correlate the fatigue life of an 
individual specimen (i.e. the individual initial crack size) to (apparent) defect 
free specimens and to the collective. In practise, this is a fit to the fatigue limit of 
the Kitagawa diagram [19] (see section 3.2.4). The above described relationships 
are the most crucial point of cast materials fatigue behaviour and hence the most 
important mechanism to regard. 
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Testing for fracture mechanics parameters is not as involved as S/N-testing 
regarding defects. A common standard in the area is ASTM E647 [18], which 
covers fatigue crack growth rate for several types of specimens, and ASTM 
E399 [20] that handles fracture toughness. Here possible defects cannot 
influence in the same way as the crack is already established and stable crack 
propagation prevails. 

In the ASTM E647 framework, there is a method recommended for evaluation 
of stress intensity threshold, Kth. The principle is that a crack is created and 
propagated for some distance, and then the load is stepwise lowered due to a 
certain scheme (in order to avoid crack retardation effects) until crack arrest 
occur. The level found at crack arrest is then taken as the threshold stress 
intensity level for the material regarded. The main concerns with this 
arrangement are that it is non-physical in relation to real cracks, and that it will 
produce the highest possible threshold level for the current load ratio [21]. The 
latter is because that the plastic zone formed by the earlier higher load will add 
sequence effects [22]. Regarding the former, the non-physical approach is 
obvious; no real fatigue cracks starts growing "backwards" with an existing 
crack, gradually unloaded until crack arrest occur. This scenario is maybe 
relevant for a crack growing in a stress field showing a sharp stress gradient 
[23]. In such cases, the crack will experience a decreasing stress that might lead 
to crack arrest of the same type as if following the ASTM E 647 standard. Real 
cracks are formed the other way around [6]. A small, growing fatigue damage 
develops into a crack and starts to propagate. The experienced stress intensity is 
also unconditionally increasing during service due to the development of the 
crack. Because of the different growth mechanisms for short and long cracks, the 
driving force will switch from shear stress to normal stress during the early crack 
growth stage [24]. When doing so, the threshold level will be abruptly changed 
which can bring about a crack arrest [22]. This mechanism is different from the 
one elaborated by the application of ASTM E 647 which is important to 
recognize. 

In order to avoid the risk of establishing a stress intensity threshold that is non-
conservative, the method of constant Kmax is fit [25]. Roughly spoken, the 
method sorts out the closure by always keeping the crack open at a constant 
upper load level, and then regulate the load range by altering the lower load 
level. Hence, the intrinsic crack growth rate and the intrinsic stress intensity 
threshold will be uncovered. Knowledge of the intrinsic stress intensity 
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threshold is of great importance as it states the absolute minimum load for which 
crack growth can occur. In situations with spectrum load, this information is 
valuable in order to estimate a conservative crack propagation rate. 

When testing for fracture mechanics material parameters there is normally a 
considerable quantity of scatter involved [6]. There is no established link 
between the physical material properties and the scatter; hence, it must be 
handled by a statistical approach. Besides the inevitable statistical scatter, there 
are also large differences emanating from the test procedure. Unless all details 
regarding the test conditions are known, it is not possible to distinguish between 
sequence effects, effects emanating in specimen configuration, errors in 
measurements and true material data. A minor compilation of fracture mechanics 
material data for nodular iron from the literature, [26] [27] [28] [29], showed a ratio 
of 500:1 in difference between smallest and largest value of the Paris parameter C, 
and Paris parameter m (the inclination of the Paris curve) between 3.5 and 7.12, see 
Fig. 9. 

 

Figure 9. da/dN-data for nodular iron compiled from literature. A substantial 
scatter can be noticed. 

Despite the small range of the compilation, the span in the results clearly 
motivates further investigations of material parameters. The above has support in 
literature [30]. 

In paper A [31] and B [15], material investigations were made in order to 
establish Paris parameters c and m. The materials investigated were nodular 
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irons SS 0725 [32] and cast steel SS 2225 [33]. In paper F [34] further material 
testing was accomplished in parallel with the proposal of equations for 
correction with respect to load ratio (see chapter 3.2.6). Yet, in the light of the 
above, it should be noted that the parameters produced very likely holds a 
similar level of scatter. 

2.4 Effects of residual stresses 

It is well known that residual stresses have a strong impact on fatigue behaviour 
[35]. The explanation for this is that the residual stress acts as an internal load 
superposed on the external load, i.e. a preload on the structure. If the (local) sign 
of the residual stress is opposite to the sign of the external load the residual 
stress will be beneficial, whereas if the sign is the same it will be detrimental in 
terms of fatigue life. Cast components are often shot-blasted as a post treatment 
[8], and that induces high compressive residual stresses at the surface layer. 
Usually those compressive residual stresses are beneficial, but this is not always 
the case. For an applied load ratio R = -1, the compressive residual stress level 
will add to the applied external load for half of the load cycle. If the local stress 
is over the yield limit, the residual stress will be relaxed and this can 
substantially reduce the fatigue life in comparison to a non-relaxed residual 
stress. A component that would survive without residual stresses, i.e. the design 
conditions, can then unexpectedly fail in a short time. Another critical situation 
is uniform stress gradient through the thickness and compressive stress at 
surface. As equilibrium must prevail, a tensional residual stress is to be found at 
the interior of the component that, together with the uniform load, can initiate 
cracks from an interior cast defect. This latter scenario is most likely in 
association with high cycle fatigue [36]. There are also residual stresses originate 
in the cast process due to uneven cooling [8]. For a first-rate casting this is not 
an issue, but if the mould is impropriate designed it can result in considerable 
residual stresses or even rejection because of cracks. However, the beneficial 
effect of residual stress can only be counted in for constant amplitude loading at 
intermediate load levels. For high load levels and, especially, in variable 
amplitude the spectrum normally includes under- and overloads which gradually 
relaxes residual stresses [37]. A schematic illustration of the general implications 
of residual stresses is showed in Fig. 10. 
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For cast iron, weld repair sometimes occur as a method for adjustment of minor 
cast errors. The use of weld repair should always be regulated between the 
business parties and this because of the implications for the fatigue properties. 
Welding is always a source of large residual stresses, and within repair areas 
they will occur both as negative and positive. In general, tensional residual stress 
will prevail at the surface after welding since it is normally the last solidified 
material. The early load cycles will influence the material at the most critical 
location (the surface) in a more severe manner than a nominal calculation 
predicts. Hence, residual stresses emanating in weld repairs must be classified as 
detrimental for bending loading as well as for tension- and torsional loading. In 
practise, the use of weld repair justifies the approach of a negligible crack 
initiation period for the fatigue design, and the approach within this thesis is 
fortified. 

For calculation purposes, the residual stress can often be accounted for by 
altering the load ratio, R. The residual stress means in practice a pre-stress of the 
structure, and this acts for or against the external load thus altering the resulting 
mean stress. The method of altering the load ratio is thus a simple and fast way 
of handling the issue, yet not always suitable. The main objection is that when 
altering the load ratio, the whole stress field is adjusted equally. In other words, 
this is a rather rough way to compensate for residual stress, and it means that 
sections that do not hold residual stresses are compensated anyway.  

  

Figure 10. Implications of compressive residual stress and of load ratio for the 
crack growth curve and for the SN-curve respectively. In the outline 
tension remote load, decreasing load ratio and increasing 
compressive residual stress is assumed. 
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This approach works quite well in situations where the stress gradients are 
moderate. However, if the stress gradient is sharp, e.g. as for residual stress 
emanating in shot blasting, the calculation will strongly deviate from the 
intended. In such case, the section that holds residual stress is thin and the shift 
in load ratio will strike sections that should not be shifted at all. Hence, another 
approach must be chosen which take into account the actual stress profile. 

3. Fatigue assessment methodology 

3.1 The S/N approach 

The S/N-approach [6] is by tradition the most widespread fatigue assessment 
method for metals. The method relates the stress level and the number of cycles 
due to Eq. 2 and the resulting curve is a straight line if presented in a log-log 
diagram. In the S/N-approach no distinction is made between the crack initiation 
and the crack propagation, hence the fatigue life is the sum of crack initiation 
and crack propagation phases. 

  (2) k
icN −= σ

The scaling factor c then represents the level and the coefficient k the slope of 
the curve. The coefficient k is strongly dependent of the crack initiation process; 
the longer the initiation phase, the steeper slope. Hence, the highest possible 
slope occur when there is no initiation at all (immediate crack growth), and the 
value of k coincide with the slope of the fracture mechanics curve for the 
material, m. Therefore, when treating materials that are disposed for crack 
initiation (e.g. cast materials) it is occasionally seen that k is exchanged for m. 
Sometimes a second lower inclination, k2, is used to extrapolate the S/N-curve 
below the fatigue limit. The size of k2 is often set as 2k1-1. Extrapolation below 
the fatigue limit is mainly relevant for cases where the main parts of the load 
cycles are below the stress intensity threshold and/or when corrosion and other 
environment factors gradually reduces the actual fatigue limit. It is less 
important for cases where the main part of the load is well above the fatigue 
limit or when the maximum load is below the fatigue limit. 
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We also here have a indirect warning for using the original S/N-approach for 
cast materials; as they includes defects, which in its turn influence the crack 
initiation period, the exponent k will vary between individual components, hence 
the result will turn unreliable. 

3.1.1 Cumulative damage 

The Palmgren-Miner [6] linear damage rule, Eq. 3, is often used for cumulative 
calculation of fatigue damage. It is based on the assumption that a certain load 
always produces a certain fixed damage, and that damage can be linearly added. 

 ∑= N
n

d i  (3) 

However, this is not always true since sequence effects might alter the behaviour 
[6]. Load cycles that follow an overload will generally have less impact on 
fatigue, see Fig. 11. This means that the shape of the load spectra, Fig. 12, to a 
certain degree determine the capability of the Palmgren-Miner rule. Dahlin [22] 
showed that this is the case also for a mode II overload superposed on mode I 
growth, but then it is mainly roughness induced closure that is the cause. In 
addition, underloads can cause changes in crack rate if the crack is located in a 
stress concentration area [6]. 

 

Figure 11. Sequence effect following a single overload. Even if unusual in 
practise, theoretically also a crack arrest can occur.  
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Figure 12. Different types of load spectra 

Yet another source of sequence effects is non-proportional mixed mode loading 
[38]. In opposite to proportional load, the principal stress directions do not 
remain the same during non-proportional loading. This is quite delicate to 
manage in a calculation point of view since it is hard to establish the most severe 
load direction. One way of handling non-proportional load is to use some fatigue 
criterion [38] [39], it should however be noticed that cast defects inevitably will 
frustrate the results from the criterion. In order to produce a conservative 
solution the out-of-phase effects can be neglected [40]. 

3.1.2 Load data 

The simplest load spectrum is the constant amplitude spectrum, and this is the 
most common for material testing. It consists of fixed lower and upper load 
levels and the load cycling takes place between those. The alternative is the 
variable amplitude spectrum, where combinations of load levels are put together 
in sequence. There are areas where constant amplitude are relevant for real 
structures, e.g. power plants and engines in ocean-going ships, but for most 
structures some type of variable amplitude is more probable. 

In order to transfer data results between constant amplitude and variable 
amplitude an equivalent load can be defined, Eq. 4. This is defined as a mean 
value over a certain number of cycles, N, of current spectrum. 
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The number of cycles can also be replaced by cycles per unit of time or driven 
distance per unit of time. For immediate crack propagation (without initiation) 
the exponent k will coincide with the inclination m of the Paris crack 
propagation curve. The reasoning of sequence effects also apply to constant 
amplitude load, which must be regarded in design. 

Data from measured load time histories are often condensed to the load time 
history value Duty, or D, Eq. 5. It can be noted that the D measure is well 
compatible with the SN-curve. Even the strength of the material is expressible in 
a way that is compatible with the SN-curve, namely the capacity measure C, see 
Eq. 6. 

The following relationships can be established [41]: 

Duty: ∑ Δ= k
iinD σ  (5) 

Capacity:  (6) k
iiNC σΔ=

Combine eq. (2) and (3): 
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Life is then: 
D

Ct
d
tL ∗
==  (8) 

The exponent k is the slope of the S/N-curve. The constants C and D measured 
during operation time t are regarded as statistical parameters for the fatigue 
strength and the load time history. The operation time t is defined in different 
ways depending of service area; it can be expressed as service hours, distance 
driven or similar. 

A good reason for using the measures duty and capacity respectively is the 
statistical implications. The capacity has an intrinsic scatter that origin in 
numerous production aspects and it can be represented by a statistical 
distribution. The duty is dependent of the customer and it normally varies much 
more than the C-value. The product D*t represents the collective for the service 
time t, and this is represented by another statistical distribution. The two 
distributions can be brought together as showed in Fig. 13. It is here apparent 
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that failures occur when a weak component meets a hard load distribution, which 
is represented by the dashed area in the diagram. As the service hours increases, 
the distribution for D*T will overlap C more and more.  

 

Figure 13. Frequency response functions for load intensity D and strength C. 

By utilization of this, the failure rate as a function of service hours can be 
calculated as a double-integral over D and C. Seeing that an acceptable failure 
outcome typically is between 0.01 and 10 % during the economical life [41], it 
became evident that the interesting fractions are the tails of the distributions. 
This also means that the mean values are of less importance than generally 
considered. 

3.2 Fracture mechanics approach 

3.2.1 Fundamentals 

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics, LEFM, is a method to predict behavior of 
cracks in solids and it is often used for structures subjected to fatigue loading, 
[4] [42]. The method does not cover crack initiation; therefore it is applied with 
the presumption of an existing initial flaw. In LEFM three basic load cases, 
modes, are considered for crack analysis, see Fig. 14. The most common load 
case is mode I, which is the opening mode. The stress intensity factors (SIF) KI, 
KII  and KIII  in respective mode define the singular stress state near the crack tip. 
The SIF:s is calculated as a function of load, crack size and the overall geometry 
of the structure.  
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Figure 14. Different modes in fracture mechanics, mode I, II, III respectively. 

 

Figure 15. Crack growth regions. 

Fig. 15 shows the crack growth per load cycle as a function of the stress 
intensity factor range (ΔK=Kmax-Kmin). The stress intensity range is divided into 
three general regions. Region I is the threshold region where no crack 
propagation occurs, region II is the stable crack growth region (i.e. Paris region) 
and region III is the unstable crack growth region which quickly leads to failure. 
The limit below which there is no crack growth is called the threshold value for 
fatigue crack growth, ΔKth. This is a material dependent parameter which also 
depends on the local R-value (Kmin/Kmax). The limit above which uncontrolled 
crack growth is predominant is called critical stress intensity, Kc. This is 
controlled by maximum load and current stress state, i.e. plain stress/plain strain. 
For intermediate magnitudes of ΔK (region II) the crack growth rate versus SIF 
range is linear in a log-log-scale. This relation is called Paris’s law, Eq. 9. 

  ( )mKC
dN
da

Δ=  (9) 
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Only crack growth in region II is considered in this thesis. Crack growth in 
region III is relevant only in rare cases and must be evaluated by non-linear 
fracture mechanics because of the high stress exceeds the limit for small scale 
yielding. 

3.2.2 Fracture mechanics in finite element modeling 

The finite element method is nowadays an established technique for LEFM 
evaluation of cracks. For FEM-modeling of cracks the quarter point element was 
developed by Barsoum [43] and Henshell et al [44], see Fig. 16. It is used in 
finite element modeling in order to capture the singular stress field at the crack 
tip. The SIF:s are calculated according to Eq. 10, and here Δu, Δv, Δw is 
respectively node displacement range at radius r from the crack tip. 

 ( ) r
wvuGK IIIIII

ΔΔΔ
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=
,,
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2,, κ
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This method is widely used and is also implemented in several commercial FE 
softwares, e.g. ANSYS [45]. An alternative to FE based fracture mechanics 
codes is the weight function solutions for LEFM implemented in e.g. Afgrow 
[46]. This software is used for damage tolerance comprising the ability to 
include effects of residual stress and stress gradients on fatigue crack growth. 

 

Figure 16. The nodal arrangement of the singular quarter node element. 

However, the weight function technique does not consider any redistribution of 
the residual stress field due to the crack growth and the fatigue life prediction 
could therefore be non-relevant. In a real case the initial residual stresses are 
redistributed during crack growth and this effect must be incorporated in order to 
have a correct LEFM fatigue life assessment [47]. Today there are some finite 
element/boundary element codes available that can carry out 3D fatigue crack 
growth analysis e.g. Beasy [48] and Franc3D [49]. Martinsson [7] developed a 
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3D FCG routine in ANSYS in order to carry out fatigue assessment of weld 
defects from weld toe and weld root. The author has recently developed a 
simulation tool (Castana) for 3D FEM fatigue crack growth analysis of 
embedded cracks. This tool is presented in paper E. 

3.2.3 Crack initiation 

For cast material it is assumed that defects exists at critical locations. Defects in 
cast materials are always more or less irregular in shape, thus facilitating crack 
initiation in any direction. Also, because of the malicious shape cracks are often 
initiated at an early stage in the fatigue life; typically, the crack initiation period 
is between 0 and 35 per cent of the total life [50]. Yet, the question of initiation 
or not at cast defects splits the branch. Many authors have reported crack 
initiation in an early stage of the fatigue cycle indicating pre-existing cracks or 
immediate crack formation [51] [52]. There are also authors reporting a 
considerable initiation period for material impaired by defects [53]. Clearly, 
there is some variable quantity of initiation also when defects are involved. 

From a physical point of view, it is very likely to assume an initiation period 
according to Coffin-Manson (stress-strain) at the inside of a defect [6]. This is 
probable also for a filled defect (e.g. slag) as the difference in modulus between 
the base metal and the slag in most cases will give rise to stress concentrations 
comparable to those of an "empty" defect [54]. It would be practicable then to 
add the initiation and propagation portions in order to have the total life. 
However, there is one snag; the shape of the defect is unknown. Unknown shape 
means unknown stress level (and gradient), and therefore no true input values 
can be obtained for the Coffin-Manson analyse. 

Besides this, a general discussion concerning the relevance of a stress-strain 
approach for the initiation phase is motivated. It is established that defects, or 
more general geometrically disturbing patterns, cause high stress concentrations. 
In a 3D environment, the gentlest defect (besides tubular shaped defects loaded 
in-axis) is the spherical defect that holds a stress concentration of fully two. 
From that level, various defect shapes represent the whole scale up to infinity 
(for a pure crack). In other words, depending on the shape of the defect, the true 
stress that prevails at a defect is minimum double the nominal applied load, and 
in many cases higher. Under such circumstances, it is very likely that the 
initiation phase cannot be substantial except for very low loads. However, an 
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initiated crack does not always means continued crack growth, a decreasing 
stress gradient can cause temporary or even permanent crack arrest [6]. 

The bottom line is that it is not (yet) possible to establish a well-founded 
estimation for the fatigue initiation period of defect-impaired material and this 
because of lacking knowledge about the physical appearance of the defect(s). It 
then remains to perform calculations founded on assumptions of defect 
configurations. The dangerousness of a defect is, besides the size, in rough 
outline dependent on three main facts, namely the shape of the defect, the texture 
of the inside surface of the defect (if hollow) and the direction of the load in 
proportion to the shape of the defect. The shape settles the stress concentration 
factor Kt for the defect and thereby directly influences life. As the issue here is 
stress-strain life (Coffin-Manson [6]), the surface roughness determines the life 
for a given stress level [9]. The local loading direction is an important factor for 
oblong defects [13]. An oblong defect axially loaded will have Kt ≈ 1, i.e. near 
the same as no defect at all. On the other hand, if the same defect is loaded 
crosswise it could have a Kt ≈ 3 or more, which seriously will influence life. By 
making qualified assumptions about the issues above it is maybe practicable to 
perform decent calculations for the initiation period. Yet, seeing that the 
initiation portion is typically 0 - 35 % of the propagation phase [50] and 
presuming a mean dangerousness of defects, the deviation from the pure 
propagation solution could be expected to be in average 15 – 20 %. Those 
figures might increase for low loads and constant amplitude as the stress 
intensity reaches the threshold level. However, in the context of fatigue, an 
increase of life by 35 % (emanating from calculation error) is quite moderate, 
and even if the error turned out to be double this figure, it would not be an issue. 
In other words, it is not much to gain for an initiation period, but the risk to 
achieve non-conservative results rises dramatically, especially when reaching the 
true result. 

This is one of the fundamental problems with cast material. In connection with 
high strength cast material, for which it is necessary to rely on a substantial 
contribution from the initiation period, it is a difficult problem. In practise, it 
prevents utilization of the higher material strength as long as full control for the 
distribution of defect does not prevail. 
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3.2.4 Influence of defects on fatigue - The Kitagawa diagram 

The pronounced dependence of defects and cracks can be expressed in the 
Kitagawa diagram, see Fig. 17. The Kitagawa diagram was introduced by 
Kitagawa and Takahashi [55] and brings together two different threshold values, 
viz. the normal fatigue limit Δσf, which defines the fatigue limit for defect free 
material, and ΔKth, which defines the threshold level for cracks. In the diagram, 
the Δσf is represented by a horizontal line non-sensitive of defects. 

 

Figure 17. The Kitagawa diagram. 

An inclined line showing the threshold dependence of the crack length 
represents the ΔKth. The transition point between the lines is denominated a0, and 
it constitutes the limit crack size for non-growth when the stress is equal to the 
fatigue limit. The transition point is in real life not as sharp but shows a gradual 
appearance. It is crucial to allow for this behaviour; else, the result can be a non-
conservative prediction. There are a few alternatives presented to cover this, one 
of the most widespread is El-Haddad´s [56] equation 11. The limit case, holding 
solely a0, Eq. 12, can then be altered into the resulting expression for a0, Eq. 13. 
a0 is reduced with increasing material strength and it varies approximately 
between 10 µm and 1000 µm depending on material. 

 ( )othth aaK +Δ=Δ πσ  (11) 

 ofth aK πσΔ=Δ  (12) 
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The Kitagawa diagram illustrates in an intuitive manner the perhaps most 
important characteristic of cast materials. It clearly shows that if the purpose is 
to design against infinite life, the stress level and defect size must be located 
below the threshold lines, and if the fatigue limit Δσf is to be utilized, the defect 
sizes must be smaller than a0. The area above the threshold lines implies a finite 
life. If using the Kitagawa diagram for analysing variable amplitude load a 
warning is in its place; occasional load cycles above the fatigue limit may push 
the crack growth enough to eventually producing a crack large enough to 
propagate by its own, even if the scenario from the beginning starts from a level 
below the threshold lines [6]. 

 

Figure 18. The fatigue limits dependency of defect size and shape. Stress 
concentration factor at the x-axis and nominal stress at the y-axis 
(Ref. [57]). 

Figure 18 [57] illustrates the relevance of the Kitagawa diagram. It shows the 
principal response of defects of variable size and seriousness. Note that it is 
nominal stress at the y-axis. Two zones can be distinguished within the defect 
population. When the defect is "nice", i.e. between Kt = 1 (which means no 
defects) and Kt ~ 3, there is a gradual transition of fatigue limit from defect free 
material to an asymptotic level which depend on defect size. Secondly, for 
defects that are more malicious, Kt > 3, the fatigue limit is more or less constant 
for given defect size independently whether the defect is a 3D formation or a 
pure crack. The true limit for asymptotic behaviour, i.e. pure crack propagation, 
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is to be found at 3>Kt>5 [19]. The behaviour is what the Kitagawa diagram 
states, i.e. the fatigue limit depends on defect size. The most common scenario 
for cast material is to have defects that are of less seriousness than pure cracks, 
but of some intermediate level. The interpretation is that there is a transition 
zone from smooth to malicious defects that brings a decreasing portion of crack 
initiation before the crack propagation takes over and rules the situation. The 
most severe case brings immediate crack growth without any initiation phase. 

In paper D [58] a factor p is proposed for compensating the difference in 
propagation cycles between a spherical cavity and a pure crack of equal sizes, 
Fig. 19. N.B: this involves only the crack propagation part, not the initiation. 

 

Figure 19.  The factor p, which can be utilized for compensating the difference 
in crack propagation for a spherical defect with a circumferential 
crack vs. a pure crack of the same size. 

This difference in propagation cycles is emanating from the difference in stress 
intensity (driving force) between a pure crack and a crack growing from the 
inside of a spherical cavity, in other words the difference is of pure geometrical 
nature. The factor p is valid for a spherical cavity, but a real defect is unlike to 
have this certain shape; in fact, it could have any shape. However, results [15] 
indicate a certain portion of initiation for "smooth" defects. Due to the above 
discussion, this initiation must obviously consist of both the true initiation 
portion and the difference in crack propagation cycles between the defect and a 
pure crack, neither of which can be satisfactory defined. Consequently, in order 
to perform a conservative prediction of fatigue life only the true crack 
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propagation phase must be regarded. Yet, if the current case is non-critical, it is 
possible to utilize the factor p as a complement to the crack propagation 
calculation. 

3.2.5 Mixed mode crack growth 

Mixed mode means that the crack is loaded in more than one mode at the same 
time and that there exists an interaction between the different loads. 

The mode I/III crack growth is complicated and is very dependent on the ratio of 
the modes. Tschegg [59-60] investigated the influence of a superimposed static 
mode I on mode III fatigue crack growth. The test showed that the crack growth 
rate was not influenced by small loads with a resulting KI -value of 0 – 3 
MPa√m. For higher values, KI = 4 – 9 MPa√m, the mode III crack growth rate 
was increased. The increased mode I load leads to reduced sliding crack closure 
influence (friction, abrasion and mutual support between the fracture surfaces). 
Mode II and III fracture surfaces are irregularly shaped, and friction forces play 
a major role in determining the crack growth rate. One of the consequences of 
these friction forces is that the crack growth rate is not uniquely correlated to the 
applied stress intensity and is also crack-length dependent [36]. Figure 20 shows 
crack growth rates for mode I and mode III [61]. 

  

Figure 20. Crack growth rates for mode I and mode III respectively. 
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The mode I growth is dominated when the stress intensity is low and mode III 
growth dominates the high stress intensity region. This indicates that mode III 
could be neglected under mixed mode conditions in the initial phase of crack 
propagation [62]. 

For mode I/II interaction the Δσθmax-theory states that a crack will propagate in 
the direction of maximum circumferential stress around the crack tip when a 
critical value of stress is reached [63]. Other Mode I/II interaction theories are 
the maximum potential energy release rate (Gθmax) and the minimum strain 
energy density (Uθmin) [64-65]. Bittencourt et al [66] showed that if the crack 
orientation is allowed to change in automatic crack growth simulations, the three 
interaction theories provide basically the same results. Based on this result it 
appears like the choice of criterion is non-crucial, but that is not necessarily the 
case. Several mixed mode crack growth models have been developed for fatigue 
life prediction for cracks under mixed mode loading conditions [67]. Common 
for the models is that they are based on fatigue life assessment by Paris law. This 
is done by substituting ΔK with an equivalent stress intensity factor ΔKeq which 
include mode I, II and III. In paper E [68], a criterion by Richard [67] is utilized, 
see Eq. 14. This is a maximum principal stress criterion which means that the 
crack develops perpendicular to largest principal stress. It is also accompanied 
by expressions for kinking angle φ and twisting angle ψ of the crack front, 
equations 15 – 16.  
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Mixed mode crack growth is common in welded structures. Several studies have 
reported mixed mode failure in their applications [7] [62] [69]. In welded 
structures the welds are the weakest sections. Those are mostly in the shape of 
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long weld seams which typically can be represented by a 2D section. The failure 
of such structure almost always starts at the weld toe or at the weld root because 
those locations are the weak sections [7]. During propagation a line crack will 
tend to arise along the weld and the crack will thus continue to follow the weld 
as a result of the geometrical constraint. Now, if mixed mode load would be the 
case, the weakest section would still be along the weld and hence the growth 
would continue to follow the weld anyway. Yet, mixed mode would interfere 
with the crack path. If the load is a mode I / II combination the result would be 
crack kinking in φ-direction, whereas for a mode I / III combination there would 
be no kinking in ψ-direction despite what equation 16 predicts. The constrained 
development in ψ-direction is partly because of physical constraint (the crack 
must be continuous) but also because of the geometrical constraint (weak zone 
along the weld). Instead the mode III portion of the applied stress will contribute 
to the coplanar growth in parallel to the mode I stress until a certain point where 
a factory-roof pattern will occur. This is normally happening at low mode III 
loads since by then the mode I growth is dominant [59] [60]. 

However, for cast material mixed mode crack growth is not as common as it is 
for welded structures, and this is because of the difference in topology as the 
geometrical constraint is most often non-attendant. When a crack is formed, the 
continued growth is therefore free to adapt to any direction. It has been showed 
that the maximal principal stress criterion (MPS) successfully predict crack 
growth in a non-constrained body [70]. This implies that virtually no growth is 
progressed in mixed mode despite a mixed mode loading. Instead there will be a 
growth in the resulting mode I direction, but driven by mixed mode load. Note 
that this is not necessarily valid under non-proportional load. However, it is 
possible to have a coplanar mixed mode growth also in cast components. This is 
for example if there are any geometrical constraints which govern the crack 
growth, e.g. a transition between a flange and a tube where the transition area is 
weak. The crack path might then be directed by the geometrical constraint in the 
same way as for welds. 

One important note here is that different crack growth criterion matches different 
load/geometrical scenarios, and that there is still not presented a criteria that 
seems to fit all general mixed mode cases. Barsoum [47] reports from a fatigue 
crack growth analysis that was carried out on a weld root in a load carrying 
structure of a wheel loader. Paris law was used to calculate life and a number of 
criteria for Keq were applied for comparison, among them the criterion from 
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Richard, Eq. 14. The result showed a fourfold difference in fatigue life with the 
longest life for Richard and shortest for Tanaka. In another investigation [70] a 
damage survey of a large cast component showed good agreement between the 
software ADAPCRACK [71], (which uses the criterion by Richards), and the 
component. This was valid for shape of the crack as well as for fatigue life. The 
conclusion is that one must be careful in the choice of crack growth criterion to 
use depending on present conditions. 

3.2.6 Crack closure 

Elber [72] introduced at an early stage the crack closure concept, Eq. 17, where a 
coefficient U reduce the applied load down to an effective load. The reason was 
that there seemed to be a gap between the applied load and the resulting crack 
driving force, i.e. a non-active portion of the load in the beginning of the load 
cycle. 

  (17) appliedeff KUK Δ×=Δ

The practical adoption of crack closure is complicated because it is not constant 
for a given material. The closure level is dependent of the load ratio, R, and of 
the maximum positive load level, Kmax. See Fig. 6 for concept definition. The 
lowest closure level, i.e. the highest crack propagation rate, is evoked at high R-
values. At R = 0 or below, which is common in engineering design, the closure 
is at maximum level [24]. Hence, U is a function of R. 

For so-called short cracks, i.e. cracks shorter than some characteristic length, 
usually a few material grain sizes, crack growth rate calculated by the nominal 
LEFM crack driving force (ΔK) gradually deviates from observed results, Fig. 
21. 
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Figure 21. Typical short crack behaviour without crack closure compensation.  

This is a well-known phenomenon [6] and is generally taken as the lower limit 
for LEFM, under which elastic-plastic fracture mechanics must be utilized. 
Cadario [73] has shown that by utilizing the crack closure approach, LEFM is 
applicable for cracks lengths down to 50 μm, hence a substantial lowering of the 
limit of validity. The implication is that for general engineering purpose the 
LEFM is applicable from immediately after the crack initiation, and thus for an 
initial crack size smaller than has been utilized this far. This provided the use of 
closure free crack growth data. 

In paper B [15] a closure free approach was investigated for nodular iron. It 
turned out that the crack growth rate was 33 times faster at R = 0.8 versus R = 0. 
Similar figures have been reported from other investigations [24]. This clearly 
illustrates the need for a proper handling of the compensation for different R-
values. In addition, it would be excellent to have a single expression that covers 
the range from negative to positive R-values. Elber [72] introduced equation 17 
to compensate for the closure effect. The issue is thus to define the function U 
for, in this case, nodular iron. In paper F [34], it is proposed 3 closure equations 
for nodular cast iron, Eq. 18-20. 

  177.048.0 2 ++= RRU 7.01 <<− R  (18) 

  112.03.0 2 +−= RRU 01 <<− R  (19) 

 113.1 += RU  7.00 << R  (20) 
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Equation 18 is intended for the use of full range (∆K) also at negative load 
ratios, meanwhile Eq. 19 – 20 are intended for ∆K at positive load ratios and 
Kmax at negative load ratios. Note that the application of negative stress intensity 
does not pass without influence; a small portion of the negative load is actually 
active as a driving force for the crack growth. The reason for this is, as a 
suggestion, that the negative stress compresses the material at the crack tip a 
little bit further than else would be the case. This implies a slightly increased 
plastic cyclic yield zone at the crack tip, and hence an increase in crack growth 
rate. 

3.2.7 Crack growth under vacuum conditions 

Some authors have reported a large difference in crack propagation rate for 
vacuum conditions compared to normal atmosphere [50] [74]. Experiments has 
shown that under ultra high vacuum the propagation rate is approximately ten 
times less than it is under normal room conditions, and that it is the oxygen that 
is the cause. The decreased crack rate would be a welcome contribution in terms 
of fatigue life, but it is problematic. 

To begin with, the testing conditions have been ultra high vacuum and it has 
been shown that only a very small amount of oxygen seems to ruin the 
retardation effect [74]. An embedded defect is normally considered as being in 
vacuum, but due to the solubility of gases in the melt it cannot be excluded that 
some small amount of oxygen and even other reactive gases is to be found inside 
a defect [8]. Further, in some cases defects are branched and spread out as a 
finely divided haze of small defects. Under such circum stances, it cannot be 
guaranteed that no part of the defect is in contact with the surface, thus leading 
oxygen into the (apparently) embedded defect. 

In consequence, it cannot be generally recommended to take advantage of the 
retardation effect of defects being under vacuum. There is an obvious risk to 
obtain non-conservative results unless special investigations show the opposite. 
Yet, under non-critical circumstances and under controlled conditions, the 
phenomenon can be put into account. 
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3.2.8 Critical crack size 

In design, it is always desirable to have maximum material utilization. One way 
of making the design more efficient is to raise the stress level by the use of a 
higher material grade. However, it is perhaps not so evident to realize the impact 
of fracture toughness on critical crack size for a component loaded in fatigue 
when increasing the applied stress. 
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In Eq. 21, the critical crack size is defined as a function of fracture toughness 
and applied stress. The coefficient f varies with the crack configuration [4]. As 
an example for an embedded crack f = 2/π ≈ 0.63 and for an edge crack (~2D) f 
= 1.12. Other values are valid for different crack configurations. 

In Fig. 22 it can be seen the development of critical crack size according to Eq. 
21 and assuming a fracture toughness of 45 [MPa√m]. 
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Figure 22.  Critical crack size as a function of applied stress and fracture 
toughness. 

For a regular nodal iron with σf = 150 [MPa] the critical crack size for an edge 
crack is around 45 mm, hence normally no problem to find in an inspection. The 
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problem appears when the applied stress is elevated. For an applied stress of 500 
[MPa] the critical crack length for an edge crack is only 4 mm, and for higher 
stresses of cause even shorter. If the component is in service in a location where 
paint, grease and oil, rust etc. is present, it is probably impossible to detect a 
crack of such small size. Also to remember is that this is the limit at which 
catastrophic failure occur. This effect of decreasing critical crack length hazards 
the use of high strength materials unless inherent defects can be held small.  

3.2.9 Determination of fatigue life 

The herein used definition of fatigue life of a component includes crack 
propagation from an initial crack size ai to a final crack size af. Either of the 
following decides the initial crack size: the threshold level (for current load 
ratio), the allowable minimum crack size regarding LEFM theory or the length 
scale of the microstructure in the material (which connects to a0 in the Kitagawa 
diagram). The final crack size is governed by the fracture toughness for the 
material. The demand for small scale yielding constrain the range of applied load 
[4], which means that the plastic zone, rp, should be significantly smaller than 
the crack size, Eq. 22. For nodular iron the initial crack size should be 
approx.0.4 – 0.6 mm, but accurate results can be expected for crack sizes down 
to 0.05-0.1 mm [73] [75]. 
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Also results from Ljustell [25] indicate that it is possible to extend the formal 
limits of LEFM a great deal yet having decent results. The extended area of 
validity has been utilized within this thesis for satisfaction of requirements. 

In order to achieve correct or conservative results only, neither the factor p (see 
section 3.2.4) nor any stress-strain initiation [6] were incorporated in the fatigue 
life determinations. 
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3.3 Statistical effects on fatigue 

Dealing with fatigue and attached parameters are unconditionally connected with 
a great deal of scatter [6] [30]. The scatter is naturally an obstacle when 
predicting fatigue lives and must be handled in either way. 

Normally in S/N-testing it is supposed that fatigue life is log-normal distributed 
[41], which means that log(N) is normal distributed. The standard deviation, s, is 
calculated from the difference in log(N), Eq. 23. 
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In Fig. 23, the S/N-curves for 10, 50 and 90 per cent failure probability are 
schematically viewed. By way of the normal distribution, it is feasible to 
calculate the failure risk for an arbitrary displacement of the curve. The 
difference from the median curve P50 is defined as a number of standard 
deviations. This line of action can calculate the probability for a certain scenario 
to happen. 

 

Figure 23. Distribution of S/N-curve with respect to different failure 
probabilities. 

In connection with structures designed towards quality rules (related to max size 
of allowable defects in critical locations) the three parameter Weibull 
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distribution of Capacity measure has an advantage over lognormal distributions 
since a minimum Capacity may be estimated based on max defect size [41]. 

The same reasoning applies also for the fracture mechanics curve (Fig. 15). The 
only difference is that for the da/dN-curve, the probability distribution is vertical 
along the y-axis (i.e. da/dN) instead of horizontal. 

4. Fracture mechanics modelling 

Nowadays almost all structural analysis is computerized and often made by the 
finite element method (FEM) which facilitates detailed solutions by standardized 
handling. This is however yet not the case for cracks; modelling cracks in FEM 
requires some procedures that are most often not implemented in the FE 
software. The modelling of cracks in FEM is trying, especially in 3D. For 
quarter point elements, there is a demand for creating the crack front elements in 
a defined manner. More, if the crack shall be propagated one must keep track of 
the local stress intensity and the likewise local direction of driving force.  

4.1 Castana – a crack growth modelling tool 

In paper E [68] the software Castana is presented. It is a sub-code for ANSYS® 
finite element program, and solely intended for 3D fracture mechanics analysis 
of cracks. It models embedded cracks and/or spherical defects at any desired 
location. A flow chart of the program can be seen in Fig. 24. 
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Figure 24. Flow chart of the software 

The present software features automatic 3D stress intensity calculation all 
around the crack front. The propagation involves local increment length (user 
defined) and local crack kinking along the crack front, both of them according to 
local stress intensity.  

4.1.1 Modelling of defects 

The unique quality of Castana is the approach for defect modelling. Instead of 
modifying the existing elements, which is the common way of introducing 
cracks, the crack is modelled first and subsequent the surrounding volume mesh 
is created, see Fig. 25. This way of modelling allows arbitrary location of a 
defect within a volume and is non-sensitive for the original volume mesh, 
volume boundaries in the solid model etc. 
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Figure 25. Cut-out from a global volume with the contour of a defect inside. 
The elements shown are surface elements between which the global 
tetrahedral mesh will be created subsequent to the defect 
modelling. 

Cracks are modelled penny shaped and defects as spherical cavities with a 
circumferential initial crack of desired size applied at the inside, Fig. 26. 

   

Figure 26. Cross section and outer contour of a finite element sub model 
enclosing a penny-shaped crack (left), respectively a spherical 
defect with a circumferentially arranged crack along the inside 
(middle). Detail of the crack front within the spherical defect 
(right). 

4.1.2 Crack growth simulation 

The crack propagation is made in accordance with the maximum principal stress 
approach (MPS) and the criteria used for propagation and kinking is by Richard 
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[67]. In Fig. 27 the principle of crack front element arrangement is viewed and 
Fig. 28 show an example of a crack surface after it is propagated. 

   

Figure 27. Crack front local coordinate systems and crack front element 
arrangement. 

 

Figure 28. Crack surface appearance while adapting crack growth to 
prevailing principal stress direction. Initial crack inclined 45˚ (the 
flat circular surface in the middle). 

The standard output includes complete local stress intensity history for all 
propagation steps and all three fracture modes. It also comprises complete 
history of crack propagation lengths and crack kinking angles at local points 
along the crack front. Thus, it is prepared for analysis of all possible crack 
growth scenarios of embedded cracks. 

Presumed the pre-existence of a solved standard linear elastic global FE-model, 
the time required for defect modelling is for the present software approx 5 – 20 
minutes. This includes all necessary measures for running a simulation; the only 
condition is that one has to know the desired location of the defect within the 
model. 
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5. Quality rules for nodular cast iron 

5.1 Defect classification frameworks 

It has been certified that defects of some kind are inevitably present in all 
castings. Thereby it is also of great interest to systemize them according to some 
nomenclature and to predict their dangerousness. By combining a classification 
scheme and dangerousness for typical defects, it is possible to create design 
Quality Rules (QR) for general fatigue life assessment of cast components. The 
idea of QR is to establish a coupling between workmanship and properties. In 
other words, by controlling the workmanship to be within certain limits, the 
properties of the outcome shall be known. The aspiration is always to have a 
universal solution for the prediction of properties in order to cover for varying 
potential applications. 

There are frameworks prepared to classify cast defects in a systematic manner. 
One example of such framework is the Swedish national standard SS-11 40 60: 
“Founding - Spheroidal graphite cast iron - Defect classification” [76]. From 
here onwards when referring to “the standard” it is meant SS-11 40 60, but this 
can of cause be replaced by another similar framework in the area. 

The standard divides defects into three classes, one class consisting of the 
surface layer in which near surface or surface breaking defects are located and 
one class inside the surface layer in which embedded defects are located. The 
extension of the surface layers are 0.2 times the local section thickness (from 
both sides) and the inner zone is the volume within. The reason for this division 
is the pronounced difference in fatigue life for defects within the two zones. The 
third class, not treated herein, is about trough holes. Defects are then divided in 
levels depending of size so that one level cover a range of sizes, see table 1. 
Here L is the length and H is the width or height of the defect. By definition, H 
can be concave or convex referring to the surface. 
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Table 1.  Defect levels due to the standard, i.e. defect sizes. 

Defect level, DL L (mm) H (mm) 

1 < 0.6 < 0.3 

2 0.6 -< 1.2 0.3 -< 0.6 

3 1.2 -< 2.4 0.6 -< 1.1 

4 2.4 -< 3.4 1.1 -< 1.7 

5 3.4 -< 5 1.7 -< 2.5 

5.2 Proposal for quality rules 

In paper D [58] a proposal for nodular iron QR is presented. The classification 
scheme was based on the Swedish standard and the prediction of the fatigue life 
for different defects were based on fracture mechanics. It was based on the 
assumption that defects are ruling the fatigue life (the Kitagawa approach) and 
that the initiation phase is negligible. Crack propagation was presumed to start at 
a stress intensity level of 5 MPa√m and then continue until the critical stress 
intensity 45 MPa√m was reached. The calculations are valid for R = 0, other 
stress ratios must be compensated for by using the applied local positive stress 
range Kmax as input to the QR-diagram. The QR was presented as graphs of 
capacity (Eq. 6), each line valid for a specific stress concentration or, rather, 
stress gradient. Fig. 29 show examples for surface- respectively embedded 
defects, the two types covered in the QR-proposal of paper D. 

The capacity measure is much versatile and compact, and further compatible 
with the Palmgren-Miner linear damage rule. Thereby it is appropriate for 
constant amplitude as well as variable amplitude. 
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Figure 29. Examples of capacity diagrams valid for a fixed material thickness 
and a variety of stress concentrations, surface and embedded 
defects. 

The obvious field of application is to predicting expected failure outcome due to 
the outline in section 3.1.2. In the capacity curve in Fig. 30 (left), it is illustrated 
the implication of three different capacity limits, representing three different 
occurring (maximum) defect sizes in a component. 

  

Figure 30. Schematic presentation of the influence of a lower capacity limit 
(i.e. max defect size) for the fatigue life of a component. 

For a certain duty distribution (not illustrated here, see Fig. 13) the resulting 
accumulated failure outcome is schematically viewed in Fig. 30 (right). Hence, 
this is the expected outcome which of cause not will be true for the individual 
component, but for an average component in a serial production. It is also an 
excellent illustration of the usability of the quality rules, which facilitate the 
possibility to control the production quality in accordance with established 
objectives. 
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6. Discussion 

The most urgent issue to discuss is perhaps Non Destructive Testing, NDT. As 
has been concluded repeatedly, the presence of defects is the most apparent 
cause for fatigue initiation. Then it is of cause of primary interest to achieve 
knowledge about occurrence, location, size and appearance of defects. 
Unfortunately, for nodular iron such investigations are not self-evident. Iron is 
hard to penetrate and there are only a few methods available. 

Magnetic powder scanning (Magnaflux) is capable to find some defects located 
at the surface or at the utmost immediate under there, but the method is work-
intensive and requires skilled labour. Ultrasound is less suitable because of the 
structure of nodular iron. The graphite nodules in the structure gives echo from 
everywhere inside the material, which produces a high level of background 
noise. The result is that only relative large defects can be reliable detected. X-ray 
is the only method that is capable of entire penetrating iron. The application is 
however complicated. The evaluation of a 3D structure by way of 2D images is 
involved. The resolution of the images is normally poor, and even large defects 
can be invisible if the view of vision is non-favourable. Wirelius and Hammar 
[77] have presented a method that involves a new x-ray transmitter and a new 
image processing system. The equipment produces 3D images with a relatively 
high resolution. Yet, the method requires large investments, is expensive in 
operation and requires skilled labour why it is only suited for serial production 
in a large scale. The bottom line is that the needs for development within the 
area of NDT are urgent for nodular iron castings. 

From the foundries, it would be desirable with a declaration of capabilities 
regarding defect distributions for produced components. This would facilitate 
utilization of the quality rules to the full. It is obviously not possible to exactly 
establish such capability, for what reason it must be given within a statistical 
range. Having this in mind, there is an immediate need for a fundamental work 
about the establishment of a procedure that is capable of correlate apparent 
defect distributions in nodular cast iron to the defects that case the true failures.  

It became clear during the course of work that it is necessary to use local 
analyses. The conception “nominal stress” quickly loses its relevance when the 
structures become more complex and especially when defects and cracks are 
introduced. Furthermore, it was found important to update the model during 
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crack propagation in order to retain correct stiffness of the model. This is most 
important to remember when sub-modelling is used, as sub-modelling usually is 
performed without updating the global model. 

In the light of what has been stated about cast nodular iron it is obvious that the 
strain life approach alone is much inappropriate to use. The direct consequence 
of high strain levels is prompt initiation with subsequent crack propagation. One 
further circumstance that will make the situation even worse is that it is likely to 
be multiple crack initiation, quickly ending up in a line crack. Nadot and Denier 
[78] reported for nodular iron that multiple initiations are promoted at low cycle 
fatigue. This is in good correlation with the findings in Paper C [79]. 
Furthermore, Samuelsson [41] showed that the local strain approach become 
non-conservative when stress risers (defects) are present at critical locations. 

7. Conclusions  

It can be concluded that the research topics formulated in beforehand to a great 
extent has been accomplished. 

Essentials of the work (not classified): 

• Due to inevitable presence defects in cast components, the common used 
design tools such as initiation methods and nominal stress methods do 
not work well. Fracture mechanics based methods offers a more 
attractive way. 

• A new classification nomenclature for nodular iron is presented. The 
system, based on fracture mechanics, establish a physical connection 
between fatigue properties and known (or assumed) defect sizes, thus 
forming quality rules that are well connected to design. 

• A new software tool for automatic crack growth of embedded cracks has 
been developed. 

• Paris law crack growth parameters for cast steel and for nodular iron 
have been extracted. 
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• A new proposal was given for the crack closure effect in nodular iron 
taking the effect of the mid-stress into account. 

• The maximum principal stress criterion has shown to be in good 
agreement to test results for cast components exposed to various 
proportional multiaxial loads. 

• Cast steel is markedly sensitive for forming sharp flaws during 
drilling/machining. For nodular iron, no such sensitivity can be 
discerned. 

• Neither chunky graphite nor the microstructure in general (pearlite 
content, nodularity) does affect the crack growth rate in any serious 
way. 

• Cast defects (pores, slag etc.) can be as dangerous as already founded 
cracks in a fatigue perspective. 

8. Suggestions for further work 

There is a serious lack of relevant NDT methods effective for mid size serial 
production of nodular cast iron, wherefore the area should be given priority. As 
long as the real distribution of defects remains unknown, all fatigue life 
assessments will be based on assumptions and this situation is not acceptable in 
the long run. In this context, it is also important to address the role of the 
foundries in delivering statistical capability data for defect occurrence within 
produced goods. There is probably a need for a new method as well as a new 
nomenclature for determination of such measures, and this is a research topic in 
itself. 

9. Summary of appended papers 

In Paper A the fatigue behaviour of the cast steel qualities SS2225 and 
12MDV6 were investigated. The main purpose was to extract Paris law 
parameters. A minor examination was also made regarding the disposition for 
generating initiation flaws from machining. It was shown that the material are 
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quite sensitive to form initiation flaws during machining with many flaws 
produced. It was found that the fatigue life was mainly ruled by defects and that 
cast defects can be nearly as severe as already established cracks. FEM 
calculations of stress intensities and subsequent fatigue life calculation showed 
good correlation with tests in general. 

In Paper B closure free crack growth conditions for nodular cast iron was 
investigated. For this purpose Paris law parameters for R = 0.8 and R = 0 were 
compiled. The material, SS 0725, is a full ferrite matrix nodular iron which is 
solution hardened by silicon. It is, because of the high silicon content, sensitive 
for the founding of a degenerated graphite form denoted chunky graphite, which 
influences the fatigue properties. This topic was examined and it was found that 
the crack propagation rate was only marginally increased. The material shows no 
inclination to form initial flaws during machining. 

In Paper C a fracture mechanics evaluation of a nodular cast iron component 
was performed. As a main resource the software Mcrack was introduced, 
forming a versatile tool for solid crack modelling. The software AF-Grow was 
used for supplementing calculations as residual stress implementation, initiation 
etc. All crack modelling was made perpendicular to the 1st principal stress, also 
the (global) torsion load case. The maximum principal stress criterion was 
shown to be in good correlation with test results. The principal establishment 
that local solutions are necessary was concluded during the course of work. 

In Paper D there is a proposal for quality rules for nodular cast iron. Defects are 
classified in line with the Swedish framework SS-114060 which defines defects 
in nodular iron. The work is based on fracture mechanics and the impact of 
defects has been calculated for a wide range of load cases and defect locations. 
The result is presented in the shape of capacity curves for different defect sizes. 

In Paper E a modelling tool for embedded cracks is presented. It is an add-on 
for ANSYS finite element program and incorporate complete crack propagation 
in 3D, including crack kinking and local growth.  

In Paper F closure equations proposal for nodular cast iron are presented. It is 
intended for load ranges -1<R<0.7. It is also presented micro structural data that 
supports the closure equation.  
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